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Let X, be a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of a Banach space X and let 
A4 be a dense subspace of A’. Then one can find a sequence at finite-dimensional 
subspaces M, c M that are geometrically almost identical to A’,: i.e., there exists a 
(1 + s)-isomorphism T from X onto A’ such that TX, = M, for all n. ‘i” 1986 
Academic Press, Inc. 
The main result of this paper is the following: 
THEOREM. Let X be a separable Banach space and M be a dense subspace 
in X. Let (X,) be a sequence offinite-dimensional subspaces in X. Then there 
exists an isomorphism T: X -+ X such that TX,, c M for all n. Moreover, T 
can be chosen so that 11 TII 11 T- ’ 11 < 1 + E for an arbitrary small E. 
To prove this theorem, we will need 
LEMMA 1. Let E be a normed linear space and s E E. Then, there exists a 
linear subspace Fc E such that 
(a) Every e E E is uniquely representable as e = 2s +,f where f E F, I a 
scalar. 
(b) For euwfE 6 IV+ 41 B (Il./II + Ibll J/3. (1) 
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Proof: Pick a bounded linear functional 1 with 
II4 = 1 and 4s) = I/J/I, 
and choose F := {e E E: l(e) = O}. Clearly, for f~ F, we have 
Ilf+ 4 B IV+ s)l = II4 while Ilf+ sll b II4 - IL/II. 
The required inequality (1) follows from the first of the above inequalities if 
llfll < Wdl and f rom the second if IlSll 32llsl/. 1 
Proof of the theorem. Pick an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional 
subspaces (Y,) in X so that u y,, = A’. Construct a new sequence of sub- 
spaces Xl, as follows: 
x; := x, 0 Y, ; rn=xn~,ox,o Y, for n> 1. 
Then, (XL) is an increasing sequence of subspaces in X so that IJ x = X. 
Let E := U X:, and let e, E E with ller 11 = 1. By Lemma 1, there exists a 
complement of e, which we denote by F,. Pick e, E F, with Ile,ll = 1 and 
again form a complement F, c F,. On continuing this procedure, we 
obtain a normalized sequence ,, e2 ,..., e,,... in E. Since the choice of each e, 
in F,_, was arbitrary, we can make sure that X:, c span[ej] for all n, and 
thus (e,) forms a basis in E. Moreover, since all Xii’s are finite-dimensional, 
every element e E E can be represented as a finite sum e = J$.‘=, aje, for 
some finite m. By Lemma 1, we have 
(2) 
Given any E > 0, since M is a dense subspace in X, we can pick m, E M so 
that Ilej - mjll < E. l/3’ for every j, and we define T by T(Caje,) = Cairni for 
all finite sums. Using inequality (2), we obtain for every e = C a,e;eE, 
Ik- Tell GE lajl lb,--,I1 GEE (l~j1/3’)6~ll~ll 
and so for every eEE, 
(1 -~)lkll d lITelI d (1 +E)lkll. 
Since T is defined on a dense subspace E c X, it could be extended to the 
whole space X. From the constructions of the map T, we have TX:, c M 
and since X,, c rn, we obtain the desired result. 1 
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This theorem can be used for the following purpose. We can reduce, by 
means of an isomorphism, the problem of approximation by a sequence of 
arbitrary finite-dimensional subspaces to a sequence of subspaces with 
which we feel more comfortable! 
To illustrate this, let M be a dense subspace in C[O, 11. One can con- 
struct a proper sequence of subspaces of piecewise linear functions so that 
the natural interpolating projections have norm one and converge to the 
identity pointwise; let qn denote those projections. Using the above 
theorem, one can find an isomorphism T so that T(range q,,) =: M, c M 
for all n. Now, using the projections p n := Tq, TP ‘, we obtain a sequence of 
projections of norm less than 1 + E which converge to the identity and 
whose ranges are in a prescribed subspace M. To extend this idea, we need 
the following definition: 
DEFINITION 1. A Banach space X said to have the approximation 
property if, for every compact subset Kc X, there exists a sequence of 
linear bounded operators (A,) c L(X, X) with dim range A, < cc and with 
The sequence of such operators (A,,) is said to realize the approximation 
property. 
DEFINITION 2. A Banach space X has a z-approximation property if the 
sequence of operators from Definition 1 can be chosen to be projections. 
Finally, X has a rc,-approximation property if the norms of the projections 
are 61. 
With the above definition, our main result can be used to deduce 
COROLLARY 1. Let A4 he a dense subspace of a Banach space X. Then, 
(a) If X has the approximation property, it can be realized by a 
sequence of operators whose ranges are in A4. 
(b) The same conclusion holds for the 7c-approximation property. 
(c) If X has the n,-approximation property, then for any E > 0, there 
exists a sequence of projections p,, with ranges in M, that realize a rcl+ E- 
approximation property. 
In a similar way, we establish 
COROLLARY 2. Let X be a Banach space. Then, 
(a) Zf X has a basis, then this basis is block-universal,for the family of 
all bases in X (cf. [l, p. 388-J). 
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(b) Zf X is isomorphically universal (cf. [ 1, p. 3891) for the family oj 
all separable Banach spaces and has a basis, then every basis in X is block- 
universal for the ,family of all bases. 
This last statement, in particular, generalizes a theorem of Pelczynski 
(cf. [ 1, p. 389]), which had a rather lengthy proof. 
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